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STRETE PARISH COUNCIL
Clerk: Mrs Helen Darch
Homer Park, Strete, Dartmouth TQ6 0SJ streteClerk@gmail.com 01803 770018

www.strete.org.uk

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF STRETE PARISH COUNCIL (PC)
HELD IN STRETE PARISH HALL ON THURSDAY 20 FEBRUARY 2020 AT 7.00 PM
PRESENT
Cllr Kate Gill, Chairman (KG); Cllr Ralph Clark (RC); Cllr David Rothwell (DR); Cllr Graham Campbell (GC); Cllr Peter
Hales (PH); Cllr Julian Brazil, County Councillor, Kingsbridge Division (JB) [arrived later]; Cllr Richard Foss, District
Councillor, Allington & Strete Ward (RF); Mrs. Helen Darch – Clerk.
PUBLIC FORUM
No members of the public attended the meeting.
COUNTY COUNCILLOR’S REPORT
JB informed the meeting that Devon County Council [DCC] had set a budget with an increase of 1.99% on services
and 2% extra on Adult Social Care. Overall the County budget had gone up from £1,294m gross in 2019/20 to
£1,390m gross in 2020/21 with the central government contribution [core funding] increasing by 1.63% or £1.65m
on 2019/20. On average this represents an increase of £55.17 on a Band D council tax levy to £1,439.46. There was
extra central funding toward Adult Social Care. Special Educational Needs sees a cumulative deficit of £45m in
2020/21 carried forward as a negative reserve until funding is available.
https://www.devon.gov.uk/finance-and-budget/budgets/
JB informed the meeting that there was to be a Coleridge Association meeting on the 26th February which has a
number of items to discuss. One of these is the arrangements on the future of the monument down at Strete Gate.
The Field Studies Council wanted £900 per annum from the parishes toward maintenance. RF commented one
parish had stated they would not contribute at all toward costs. RC was concerned the £44,380 award made from
the Coastal Revival Fund to the Slapton Line Partnership [SLP] in March 2019 to relocate the Monument and
renovate the tank memorial would be lost if works weren’t done by the end of March 2020. He also recommended
a landscaping plan be drawn up but KG said the area had been tidied up. RC thought if landscaping was done
properly then a maintenance plan could be agreed for the future. JB noted that if funding is not agreed then the
maintenance won’t take place. It might be better if say a five-year guarantee of funding was agreed at first and this
could be reviewed after five years. An alternative might be to do an annual ‘spring clean’ of the monument with
volunteers taking part.
A second item for discussion at the Coleridge Association meeting is the Climate Change Emergency. South Hams
District Council [SHDC] has set aside £400,000 for emergency climate change projects which might be applied for
by local groups to include parish councils; this will fund initiatives to combat Climate Change. Parishes need to
come up with a climate action plan and collaborate with other parishes.
A third item for the Coleridge Association meeting is the new arrangements for rubbish collection which starts on
28th September. There will be a number of separate containers which will hold different types of waste for
instance glass, paper and kitchen organic waste. JB briefly explained the containers which include a kitchen caddy,
two boxes of 1ft by 2ft dimensions with lids and another recyclable bag.
KG asked what sorts of plastic would be recycled. JB replied black plastic wouldn’t be recycled. PH asked if glass
bottles would now be used for milk rather than plastic but JB wasn’t sure.
The hierarchy for waste is: USE LESS – REUSE - RECYCLE
DISTRICT COUNCILLOR’S REPORT
RF updated the meeting on the budget set by SHDC. The budget was set last week in a unanimous vote with a
Council Tax increase of 3.99% which is the maximum increase permitted. The Band D precept for SHDC is £170.42
per payer up £5 on the previous year. There is no new money from Central Government. SHDC holds £1.75m in
reserves but for a council this type and size around £1.5m is the minimum recommended. The Liberal Democrats
want to use reserves to fund greater services. The SHDC will receive around 9% of each council tax bill on average.
In comparison, the Police precept amounts to around 11% per taxpayer. All of this breakdown will be seen on the
bills sent out in March.
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SHDC has plans to build more social housing owned by the council rather than a Housing Association [eg Live West]
with around 55 new houses planned in the next year across the district. There are 17 sites that could be used for
this housing and a number of other sites in the local plan. GC asked if the Right to Buy scheme would apply here
and was told it would not. Car parking charges were budgeted as a one-off increase of £80,000. Any income raised
above that would be deployed toward electric carpark charging points. The amount of £400,000 available toward
climate change initiatives available to groups in the district will be over the life of the current administration.
RF also ran through the new arrangements for recycling of materials from September this year. Much more sorting
will be done by the householder and at the collection lorry rather than later on at the waste tip. Glass will be
collected at source rather than going to the bottle bank. The paper bank and glass bottle banks on the Totnes Road
will be taken away as the waste should be collected in the domestic collection.
SHDC has invested in the retail site rented by Marks and Spencer in Dartmouth. This investment in commercial
property has a higher rate of return [even with debt charges] than other assets at the moment. Loan rates with the
Public Works Loan Board are cheap at rates of around 2.3%.
0220/1

APOLOGIES – Cllr Louise Newman (LN); Cllr Ian Cumberlidge (IC).

0220/2

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING HELD ON 16 JANUARY 2020
The above minutes were AGREED as a true and correct record and were signed by the Chairman.

0220/3

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Parish Councillors were invited to declare any unregistered or other interest, including the nature and extent of
such interests they may have in any items to be considered at this meeting. None were declared.

0220/4

CLERK’S REPORT
Confidential waste. Andrea found some old parish records which are out of date and need to be destroyed. She
has obtained a quote for £40 from a specialist in confidential waste disposal in Plymouth to handle the waste.
Resolved: Clerk to raise an order for the sum advised for the confidential waste disposal.
Litter pick. Louise has arranged a litter pick on the 7th March and sent round information/posted it on
noticeboards.
A letter from the PCC has been received asking the council to take over the works and responsibility for the
inscription for Sapper James Gordon. Resolved: Clerk to contact the monumental mason and organise works.
Parish Paths Partnership P3 scheme. The P3 scheme allows member parishes to keep up the rights of way in their
area by using grants from the scheme. This scheme is a partnership between parishes, DCC and voluntary groups.
It delegates responsibility to the parish but funding is available through this scheme rather than the Localities
budget or SLCF. Funding is based on a mileage rate for the public rights of way in a parish plus bids for special
projects. The P3 officer, Ros Davis is happy to attend a meeting in the near future if we are interested. Resolved:
The Clerk invite the P3 officer to the next meeting on 19th March to make a presentation on the scheme.
Pub and Asset of Community Value. Recent work was undertaken by PH on the issue including a discussion with
the Publican in December. The Clerk confirmed with Rob Sekula [Specialist Assets and Placemaking] that we
would need to submit the application eight weeks before the 5-year expiry date to give SHDC time to review the
papers.
Climate change consultation from SHDC. Email 6th Feb. Consultation response due by 31st March. Resolved: to
carry over the discussion and response to the next meeting.
Local Green Space Development Plan email 7th Feb. From SHDC. Extra protection for green spaces in the
Plymouth Policy area. Response due by 23rd March. Resolved: to carry over the discussion and response to the
next meeting.
The report was received.

0220/5

CHAIR’S REPORT
20th February 2020
Slapton Line Partnership/PC Meeting on 3rd February at Slapton. Helen and I attended and Helen took meeting
notes of Peter Chamberlain’s statement.
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Julian Brazil has called a meeting of the Coleridge Association on the 26th February for 7pm at Stokenham Village
Hall. There are two items on the agenda being the Slapton War Memorial and The Climate Change Action Plan.
Everyone is welcome including any members of parish groups who might be interested in either of these topics.
Please pass the information on to as many as possible. Thank you, Julian.
Maintenance. As a matter of interest there were some quite large branches fallen in the road just above Strete
Gate earlier this week. They were from the trees in the area of the War memorial’s proposed new home. Nothing
was done by the Field Centre to remove them. Rightly or wrongly I considered them a big traffic hazard and in Ian’s
absence yesterday I asked my maintenance man to cut them up and remove them. I used my car as a temporary
shield for him whilst the work was in progress. I used my hazard warning lights and brake lights whilst the engine
was running. It took ten minutes at most. Fortunately, the traffic was light but a Number 3 bus did pass by.
Playpark. Helen Hardwicke’s report tells us nothing new: the moles are just going about their business making
more mole hills. The playpark is in good order despite the appalling weather.
Prideaux/Severns Lane. I have been in contact with Charles Dixon and he kindly forwarded a map showing the
ownership of the land by the Strete Estate. Graham has very kindly been working on the provision of security
barriers.
GC asked for an update on the proposed helicopter landing pad at Manor Farm. KG explained the fuse boxes
were installed and armoured cable already in place. The Devon Air Ambulance Trust has inspected the site and
drawn up a specification. Councillors wondered if a planning application could be submitted but KG advised she
needed an accurate specification for the dimensions of the landing site before this could be done.
The Chair’s report was received.
0220/6

PLANNING & PLANNING MATTERS
0349/20/FUL. Landcombe House TQ6 ORH. Retrospective application for a new access driveway using an existing
entrance. The blocking up of the existing entrance and the reduction in size of the existing parking area.
Councillors discussed the application and expressed concerns on the impact of the entrance on the AONB. It was
decided to reply with ‘See comment’. The comment reads: ‘Whilst we agreed to the original planning
application on the House, we did not expect this construction entrance as a permanent feature visible from the
coastal footpath with a detrimental impact on the AONB’.
0158/20/ARC. The Kings Arms Strete TQ6 ORW. Application for approval of details reserved by conditions 3, 4 & 5
of listed building consent 0541/19/LBC. It was resolved to support the application.
0012/20/HHO. Turnpike Cottage, Vicarage Lane Strete TQ6 0RN. Householder application for alterations and
extension and relocation of oil tank. Councillors discussed the plans and how access to the site would be managed.
It was resolved to object on the basis that there was restricted access to the site and no construction
management plan in place.
Additional discussion. Alkantara Vicarage Lane TQ6 0RN: parishioner application to access the Village Green/
Tannen Land to move a hot tub onto their property. The agreement between DCC and Strete Parish Council for
management of the Village Green by the Parish Council was consulted. This puts an obligation on the Parish
Council [under Clause 3.11 of the Management Agreement]: ‘[The parish council] exercise all reasonable endeavours to prevent anything being done on the Land that may be
or become a nuisance or annoyance or cause damage to the County Council or owners or occupiers of
neighbouring premises.’
It was resolved the Clerk would write to the applicant and their neighbours to consult with and obtain their
confirmation that the application would not result in detriment to them as outlined in Clause 3.11.

0220/7

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
NP Report for PC – February 2020
Correspondence with Mr Dixon has been more frequent over the past month. Following Mr Dixon’s request for an
extension of the examination of the Plan this was submitted to the Examiner and formally agreed until the end of
April 2020.
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After considering the positive negotiations to date there is an opportunity until the end of April to determine
whether a scheme that is satisfactory to Mr Dixon and the NPG looks likely to succeed. It is not unreasonable to
expect that this time should be used as productively as possible before a termination of the plan by the Examiner
is requested. The Neighbourhood Plan Group would not reject withdrawing the Plan from the current Examination
process if an appropriate scheme to reflect that development can be accommodated within the whole of CFF site
without necessarily including all of the land in the built development could be negotiated. This would require
consultation with the community and relevant bodies prior to Regulation 15 submission if this circumstance arose.
In consideration of this it is suggested that, prior to undertaking any further rewrites of the Policy or consultation
on it, that Mr Dixon arranges a viability appraisal to establish whether there is scope for a negotiated scheme that
could be agreed.
SHDC confirmed no objection to the site enlargement being proposed as a precursor to the Viability Assessment as
well as the Plan having to return to Regulation 15 and undergo further consultation under Regulation 16 followed
by a second Examination.
Mr Dixon commented that SNPG actions have forced costs of a viability study upon the Landowner. In addition, Mr
Dixon advised that, if his clients agree to proceed with the viability study, they may not necessarily make it
available to SNPG or SHDC if they decide to treat it as confidential.
SHDC have suggested the Viability Team at Plymouth contact Mr Dixon in the hope of finding a way forward with
Mr Dixon. They will try and facilitate a conversation/solution to the current impasse at no cost. Apparently, we can
assess and control their involvement in any event to ensure costs are not incurred at least in the facilitation phase.
We can decide after this is if we want to continue with their services.
The Viability Team at Plymouth have spoken to Mr Dixon who has confirmed that a viability study for CFF has been
commissioned with an anticipated completion in three weeks. Mr Dixon has agreed to liaise with the Viability
Team at Plymouth on the content of the viability study who will assess its validity against recognised processes
used in these circumstances. They have details of all correspondence between Strete Estate, SHDC and SNPG and
will provide an update on any negotiations that take place.
The NP report was received.
0220/8

UPDATE ON THE SLAPTON LINE & PLACING OF THE WAR MEMORIAL
This has already been covered in 0220/5.

0220/9

UPDATE ON CONTRACTS
Greenspace. The contractor has not been able to work under the inclement weather conditions experienced
recently. The contractor was still due to visit and do works on rolling the road down at Prideaux Lane [Severns
Cottages] after the ‘road race’ incident. This was noted.
Broadband. The Clerk noted that the broadband contract was due to expire in April 2020. Resolved: The Clerk
would look at what was available and report back to the meeting.
It was noted that the bus shelter needs new guttering.

0220/10 COUNCILLORS’ REPORTS
KG (Chair) Playpark. This was covered in 0220/5.
LN Transport and Roads. The Clerk read out a report sent in by LN.
’ I don’t really have anything to report except that it is so good that there has not been a problem, as far as I am
aware, during this terrible weather on the Totnes road. I spoke to Philip Knight’s assistant today regarding hedge
cutting: they have had a problem with the alternator on their tractor but should be doing it soon, and he will pass
on the message to Philip. I will let you know about the billing for hedge cutting.’
Councillors briefly discussed the state of the hedges and whether hedge cutting was being done. They also
acknowledged the information sent, via the Clerk, to all from DCC Highways which outlined the responsibilities of
councils and land owners for drains. Road sweeping was raised again and whether sweeping was being done on
the A379 and in the village. RC had circulated some names of contractors who could quote for the work in
January.
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DR Health and Safety. DR advised he is registered as the snow warden. He has checked the grit bins and needs to
check the salt stores are sufficient. DCC will replenish these on request at no cost. The defibrillator is checked
regularly. He needs to upload an official post code for GPS and will use that of the Post Office.
IC Rights of Way, tree warden and Strete Gate. IC was absent. KG noted she had kept an eye on Strete Gate in
IC’s absence.
RC Planning and Neighbourhood Plan. RC had nothing to add.
PH The VAS sign and local transport liaison. PH noted there was nothing to add on the VAS sign. He informed the
meeting of a meeting with Stagecoach in Exeter next week and asked for any items for that meeting. For example,
the initiative to get a bus service to the Torbay Hospital might be raised. Stagecoach had cited £300k to provide a
regular service to Torbay Hospital and the Willows. It was thought the most likely outcome would be an ondemand service to take people to the hospital. PH also asked if there were any concerns with the No 3 bus route
which runs through the village to Dartmouth and Plymouth.
GC Village Green. GC picked up on the broken swing gate at the Village Green [raised 0120/10]. He will ask the
Ellis’s to quote and DR will approach Phil Cruse to see if he can quote for the work. GC also gave an update on the
planned works to put in barriers on Prideaux Lane. The Public Rights of Way Warden [Paul McFadden] had asked
by email on 13th February that the parish council confirm an agreement on the works and future arrangements on
Prideaux Lane. Councillors had seen this email and noted their agreement. Resolved: The Clerk reply to Paul
McFadden to confirm the council’s acceptance of the terms in his email of 13th February.
Paul McFadden also requested that keys be available to users of the lane. It was resolved the Clerk would hold a
set of keys for users to borrow. GC also noted the complexities of insurance cover and questioned whether this
was always necessary if say a working party was convened to do minor ad hoc works. Resolved: The Clerk would
consult the insurer on whether temporary extra cover was available for working parties to do works in the
parish.
0220/11(a) FINANCE
The Clerk supplied the meeting with a list of cheques for payment.
1695 – Mr J Gilbert. Hedge cutting and clearing the road
with a blower £435 plus VAT.

1696- Strete Parish Hall hire January £30.

1697- Clerk salary February £249.

1698 – Kingsbridge Websites annual hosting
package of website for Strete £60.

1699 – Information Commissioner’s Office annual
compliance fee £40. Reimbursement to Clerk for payment
on card.
It was proposed and AGREED by all present to authorise payments as enumerated above.
0220/11(b) FINANCE
A monitoring report for the year to January 2020 had been circulated already along with a cashflow projection.
The latest projection of 2019/20 to the end of March 2020 gives CR 3,528.23. It was agreed the latest
monitoring should be published on the noticeboards. Resolved the Clerk would provide the monitoring
statements for the boards and website.
0220/11(c) FINANCE
Cash at bank – £6,361.33CR Current account at 10/02/20, £10,290.59CR Business Reserve account at 10/02/20.
0220/11 (d) FINANCE.
Precept. The budget set for 2020/21 was discussed in detail. A budget that outlined works and activities for
2020/21 put together by RC had been circulated prior to the meeting. PH noted he was struggling to justify the
precept of £13,000. RC commented the parish was taking on a number of activities such as the work on buddle
holes, road sweepers and extra gully sucking. DR suggested a programme of works that parish was taking on be
published regularly so parishioners could see what was going on. Resolved: The Clerk update the budget ‘in neat’
and circulate it.
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Councillors then discussed Climate Change and possible initiatives. These might include mini energy plants for local
communities, solar/water-based energy, and the planting of grass rather than trees as grass was known to absorb
more carbon than trees. PH had experience of windfarms and community benefit funds from when he lived in
Scotland. Resolved: The Clerk to send round information from her course in January which covered Climate
Change.
0220/12 CORRESPONDENCE
Correspondence as listed on the agenda was noted.
0220/13 REPORTS
Councillors were asked if there was anything else to add. GC asked if there was any progress on the steps down to
the beach. This had been ongoing over 18 months. KG said she would chase RF again on this. GC and RC will get
costings for work to reinstate the steps and report back to the meeting. PH asked for Climate Change to be a
standing item on the agenda. GC suggested Jeremy Swainston might be a good reference for green initiatives. GC
also asked about a donation to the Citizens Advice Bureau [raised 0120/10]. This is budgeted for 2020/21.
0220/14 THE NEXT PARISH COUNCIL MEETING WILL BE HELD ON THURSDAY 19 MARCH 2020 IN STRETE PARISH HALL AT
7.00 PM.
THE MEETING WAS CLOSED at 9.25 p.m.
Signed:

........................................................................................................................... Cllr Kate Gill (Chair)

Dated:

19 MARCH 2020

ACTION POINTS:

Clerk: to raise an order for the sum advised for the confidential waste disposal; to contact the monumental mason and
organise works; to invite the P3 officer to the next meeting on 19th March to make a presentation on the scheme; Re
Alkantara: to write to the applicant and their neighbours to consult with and obtain their confirmation that the application
would not result in detriment to them as outlined in Clause 3.11; to look at what was available for Broadband and report
back to the meeting; to hold a set of keys for users on Prideaux Lane to borrow; to consult the insurer on whether
temporary extra cover was available for working parties to do works in the parish; to provide the monitoring statements
for the boards and website; to update the budget ‘in neat’ and circulate it; to send round information from her course in
January which covered Climate Change; to reply to Paul McFadden to confirm the council’s acceptance of the terms in his
email of 13th February.
KG: to chase RF on the matter of the steps at Strete Gate
RC/GC: to obtain costings for work to reinstate the steps at Strete Gate and report back to the council.

Meeting 5th March 2020 to discuss Asset of Community Value [ACV] application
First meeting convened at 3pm at the Clerk’s house.
Present: Kate Gill [Chair] (KG), Graham Campbell (GC), Peter Hales (PH), Ralph Clark (RC) and Helen
Darch [Clerk] taking minutes.
Due to councillors only being available at certain times, but all on Thursday, it was decided to hold
two meetings to discuss the ACV application. The deadline to submit the final application to South
Hams District Council [SHDC] was approaching by Easter and councillors needed to resolve a number
of matters. The minutes of the first meeting would be reported to the second meeting and a final
joint set of minutes communicated to all.
1. Status of the leasehold with Messrs Edwards and Deuchar.
Earlier in the week it was thought the leasehold had fallen through but the latest information is that
the tenancy is going ahead. As far as the meeting is aware this is still a ten-year lease.
2. Consultation with the publican and the leaseholders.
It was resolved that the Clerk would write to the publican Mr Mark Hildyard and the two
prospective tenants to inform them of the progress on the ACV application.
3. Formation of action group/steering group to take the application forward.
Though a business plan is not needed for the ACV application it was felt one should be drawn up in
case it needed to be adopted. Resolved: PH would take a lead with RC on drawing up a business
plan. David Rothwell would be engaged to advise on hospitality aspects and GC on charity
considerations. PH will convene a meeting of this subcommittee.
4. Consulting the public
PH had drafted a letter to parishioners in the name of KG as chairman which had been circulated to
councillors on the 4th March. This would be sent out to parishioners during the next week together
with the template for parishioners to offer their support taken from the previous application and
amended by GC. People would be asked to send back their responses by the 27th March to allow
time for collation and the final submission to SHDC.
Resolved: each household would receive a leaflet which could be signed in the names of any/or
those occupants. This was the approach last time whereby spouses [for instance] signed in each
name which then counted as two responses. Copies of the leaflet would be retained in the Shop too.
Resolved: RC to print the consultation leaflet and letter once this had been approved by the
second group of councillors. Distribution would be done by the team who posted the
Neighbourhood Plan leaflets/ Penny and Jill/Stretewise distribution team [if okayed with Dave
Jones].
Resolved: The Shop would be asked if it was okay to have a ‘ballot box’ for people to post their
responses. The Clerk’s address would also be offered as there is a secure post-box.
5. The application form for listing/relisting of the pub as an ACV
The Clerk had updated the form with the script sent by PH on the 4th March which populated the
responses required for Section 3a. RC offered some minor amendments on the comments section
3(a)(v).
1

6. Other parish matters discussed
Steps at Strete Gate. RC mentioned the steps down at Strete Gate whereby he had a contractor
engaged to come down to look at the reinstatement of the steps to match those on the coastal
path. He would come back to the next meeting with a quote to do the works.
Road sweeping. RC had also spoken with a contractor who does road sweeping [Martin Booker]
to ask for a quote to sweep the A379 from Landcombe down to the Turnpike. The contractor
would also be asked to quote for sweeping services on the main estates to include Start Bay
Park, The Plat, Vicarage Land and Hynetown. RC will meet the contractor on Tuesday 10th at 9am
to review the requirements. HD noted she had asked SHDC to confirm when they had swept the
main road last and to provide a schedule. Natalie Johnson is now the contact at the council.
Climate emergency and green initiatives. PH mentioned a local scheme with Yealm Community
Energy https://www.yealmenergy.co.uk/ whereby local communities can invest in solar farm
technology run by a Community Benefit Society such as Yealm Community Energy. Profits from
the scheme would be ploughed into a community fund to be used on projects in the community.
This could be something a consortium of local parishes such as Dartmouth Town Council and the
smaller parishes might look at.
Strete Village Day. This is usually held on the first Saturday in August but the date has not been
set yet. PH attended a meeting to plan the day on Wednesday 4th March. He wondered if the
parish council might want to hire a stall to publicise parish council activity.
Other parish matters. GC mentioned a lady in Hynetown who would value visitors. HD referred
to the progress on the consultation with households along the Village Green to seek approval of
the move of the hot tub across the Village Green. One of the consultees had raised some
concerns with the Clerk.
The meeting finished at 4pm
Second meeting convened at 7pm at the Clerk’s house.
Present: Kate Gill [Chair] (KG), Louise Newman (LN), and Helen Darch [Clerk] taking minutes.
Apologies: Ian Cumberlidge and David Rothwell (DR)
LN read the draft minutes of the first meeting. She asked if it was definitely known the tenancy was
agreed and signed. This was not known at today’s date. HD had received an email from DR with his
apologies. This included some information on the status of the tenancy.
You may like to know that Andy and Charlie have told me that they have possibly found a chef for the
pub and I will be helping to make sure things run smoothly in the kitchen. They are hoping to get the
keys in the next couple of weeks. So, watch this space!
However, LN agreed the need for the ACV application to go ahead irrespective of the confirmed
status of the lease. She read the draft open letter to parishioners and felt it was vague enough to
cover any eventuality as it stated a ‘likelihood’ the pub would reopen under new management.
The meeting ended at 7.30pm.
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